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	The Best of Wedding Photojournalism: Techniques and Images for Professional Digital Photographers, 2nd Edition, 9781584282730 (1584282738), Amherst Media, 2010

	Not that many years ago, wedding photographers
	were known as “weekend
	warriors; they were wedding photographers on wedding
	days and worked at other full-time jobs the rest of
	the week. The status of the wedding photographer—
	both among other photographers and the public at
	large—was very low. They were often insufficiently
	equipped to provide first-rate photographs of the
	wedding and photographed almost everything with oncamera
	flash. In some cases, not only was their photographic
	technique suspect, so were their business
	practices. The phrase “fly by night” often described the
	struggling weekend warrior.


	Of course, there existed the reputable studio photographers
	who also offered expert wedding coverage,
	but it was markedly different than the wedding coverage
	one sees today. These photos—90 percent of them
	anyway—were posed, and if they weren’t posed, the
	people in the photos were aware of the presence of the
	photographer and often “mugged” for the camera.
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Managing the IT Services Process (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003
I wrote this book because IT is changing. It is becoming more
service-oriented and talking with increasing sincerity in terms
of ‘customers’ of IT. Ten years ago that sort of thinking would
have been rare, but now it is commonplace.

It is safe to say that the vanguard of the new service ethos in IT
was the...

		

The Struggle for Life: A Psychological Perspective of Kidney Disease and Transplantation (Praeger Series in Health Psychology)Praeger Publishers, 2003

	With case examples and step-by-step frameworks for intervention, the authors illustrate the challenges and solutions in establishing an effective ward-based psychotherapy service for renal dialysis and transplant patients. They describe clinical patterns of presentation and how psychotherapeutic intervention was refined over time in a...


		

Poorly Made in China: An Insider's Account of the Tactics Behind China's Production GameJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Praise for Poorly Made in China


	"This fast-paced travelogue through the world of Chinese manufacturing is scary, fascinating, and very funny. Midler is not only a knowledgeable guide to the invisible underbelly of the global economy, he is a sympathetic and astute observer of China, its challenges, and its...





	

Human Computation (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Human computation is a new and evolving research area that centers around harnessing human intelligence to solve computational problems that are beyond the scope of existing Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms. With the growth of the Web, human computation systems can now leverage the abilities of an unprecedented number of people via the...


		

Embedded Programming with the Microsoft  .NET Micro FrameworkMicrosoft Press, 2007
Learn how to use the Microsoft .NET Micro Framework to develop  applications for the next generation of embedded devices. Embedded  programming is set to move into the mainstream as a variety of new devices  come to market. A key embedded device enabled by Windows Vista(tm) that  requires the .NET Micro Framework is Windows SideShow(tm), the...

		

Voice Interaction Design: Crafting the New Conversational Speech Systems (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"This is not simply a cookbook: Voice Interaction Design teaches craftsmanship through providing a broad and deep understanding of speech as well as exposure to the current state of voice interfaces. Harris's book offers invaluable insights for the thoughtful voice interface designer. " --Clifford Nass, Professor, Stanford University,...
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